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Turn off your radio full of suave commercialised songs and regenerate your senses done the true artistry

of music made with your ears in bear in mind (toe-tapping beats courtesy of Eric Smith, featuring the

aeriform voice of Shannon Alexander) 12 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Pop Crossover, ELECTRONIC:

Dance The Ultimate Illusion of Privacy Songs Details: Adrenaline Sky formed a couple years after Eric

Smith left decided to pursue his dream of an original band playing upbeat electronic music for people to

dance to. He met up with Shannon Alexander by posting an online ad searching for singers up for

something new to their local music scene, which was heavily into rock. This eclectic songwriting duo

touches the hearts of fans across the world. To date, their music has reached the minds and ears of

listeners ranging from Eastern Asia to Europe, India, Australia and the Americas. They're playing right

now in college, independent and internet radio stations far from their homebase of Denver, Colorado. The

release of "The Ultimate Illusion of Privacy" marks the broadening reach of Adrenaline Sky and will

highlight their ability to touch a massive audience. When something is this good, the positive reaction is

universal. Eric states "It's amazing. Each day, our music ends up being played somewhere in the world

we never expected, and the feedback is always positive and encouraging. People tell us they love our

music, and we can't get enough of it." Adrenaline Sky is always striving to do more so Shannon and Eric

ask that you kindly tell others about their music and suggest any promotional tips or assistance to help

them become more well-known. Advice and commentary is always welcome from fans.

************************************************************ A song will speak to each heart differently but for

the interest of fans, the following are descriptions of the meaning for the songwriters. Eric wrote Nozomi

as an opener for this album to draw listeners in and to create a certain mood for the songs to follow.

Shannon dedicates the song to a dear friend of hers who needed a bit of hope to carry her done the
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appearance of a dark journey ahead. Hope gives us strength. Pure was originally a rock song Eric

created in a prior band. The transition into an upbeat dance tune is flawless. Eric wrote the lyrics with the

theme of deception in bear in mind Knowing first hand what it's like to believe the lies even our closest

friends might tell us. Beautiful Strings derived from an impromptu piano session where Eric realized there

was something more to the arrangement of notes and that this could become a song. Shannon added the

lyrics and melody. Upon first hearing this gorgeous piece she knew it was both sad and beautiful. She

wrote the words about the wrongful imprisonment of Gerry Conlon.

************************************************************ We've been compared to Delerium, Depeche Mode,

and Garbage. Check out this review where we meet with ever more greatness. We're flattered by the

company we're said to keep. We'll post more reviews as we receive them! "The Eurythmics perfected the

formula: the dude who stands in back, tinkering with the equipment, fronted by a chanteuse oozing icy

mystery. Eric Smith and Shannon Alexander play Dave and Annie in Adrenaline Sky -- a Denver duo

whose full-length, The Ultimate Illusion of Privacy, hints at the Brit-pomp of the Eurythmics while slipping

in slivers of trance and electro. Beneath all the layers of phaser and synth, Adrenaline Sky has some

serious songwriting installed; Alexander's voice would be equally at home alongside an acoustic or

enmeshed in Smith's cybernetic contraptions." -Jason Hellar -- The Westword
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